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Abstract
Adversarial machine learning (AML) has the potential to leak
training data, force arbitrary classifications, and greatly de-
grade overall performance of machine learning models, all
of which academics and companies alike consider as serious
issues. Despite this, seminal work has found that most orga-
nizations insufficiently protect against such threats. While
the lack of defenses to AML is most commonly attributed to
missing knowledge, it is unknown why mitigations are unre-
alized in industry projects. To better understand the reasons
behind the lack of deployed AML defenses, we conduct semi-
structured interviews (n=21) with data scientists and data
engineers to explore what barriers impede the effective imple-
mentation of such defenses. We find that practitioners’ ability
to deploy defenses is hampered by three primary factors: a
lack of institutional motivation and educational resources for
these concepts, an inability to adequately assess their AML
risk and make subsequent decisions, and organizational struc-
tures and goals that discourage implementation in favor of
other objectives. We conclude by discussing practical recom-
mendations for companies and practitioners to be made more
aware of these risks, and better prepared to respond.

1 Introduction

Modern-day organizations use machine learning (ML) for
various essential tasks from financial forecasting [27] to pro-
tecting their software systems [14]. With its growing popu-
larity, ML has also become an appealing target for attackers.
Research reveals that ML models are often vulnerable to ad-
versarial attacks, resulting in data leaks, forced classifications,
and degraded model performance. These threats have begun to
materialize, with several organizations already becoming vic-
tims of AML attacks [12,100]. In response, others have begun
to advocate for securing ML systems via responsible AI guide-
lines in addition to traditional security measures [33, 53, 68].
Despite the abundance of research and importance of ML
models in industry, prior work has shown that AML attacks
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are widely misunderstood among ML professionals [13] and
insufficiently defended against in organizations [78]. How-
ever, it is not well understood why these phenomena occur.

This paper provides a better understanding of why AML
threats are not mitigated in industry despite active vulnerabil-
ities and reported concern. While previous works have begun
to explore industry perceptions regarding AML [13, 78], to
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to report the barri-
ers ML developers face when implementing AML defenses.
To approach this problem, we conducted 21 semi-structured
interviews with data scientists and data engineers (“ML prac-
titioners”) to understand the barriers they face when learn-
ing about, assessing the risks of, and implementing defenses
against AML threats in an organizational setting.

In this paper, we answer the following research questions:

RQ1 [Exposure] What barriers prevent ML practitioners
from adequately understanding AML attacks, and their
corresponding risks and defenses?

RQ2 [Assessment] What barriers prevent ML practitioners
from adequately assessing the risk AML poses to their
systems?

RQ3 [Implementation] What barriers prevent ML practition-
ers from effectively implementing AML defenses in
their systems?

From these questions, we make the following findings:

Practitioners lack institutional motivation and effective
material for understanding AML: In order to keep up with
their actively evolving field, practitioners constantly learn new
information as directed by the project, compliance, and edu-
cational requirements demanded from them; however, AML
concepts are nearly never included in these requirements In-
stead, AML is learned from surreptitious encounters if at all.
Furthermore, resources to learn about AML concepts are still
largely constrained to research papers, making the learning
of concepts difficult for practitioners. Perhaps due to this
disconnect, we also find strong underlying beliefs from sev-
eral practitioners that ML and security & privacy (S&P) are
completely separate fields.
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Practitioners lack the ability to assess their system for
AML vulnerabilities and exploits: While the evaluation
and monitoring of software systems are well-understood by
practitioners, these methods for adversarial testing do not
extend to ML models. We find that nearly none of our partici-
pants performed or considered adversarial evaluation of their
models before releasing them and none of our participants
reported monitoring their models for adversarial threats. Ad-
ditionally, several practitioners held misconceptions of AML,
leading to misapplied threat models and overlooked vulnera-
bilities. Thus, practitioners were largely not able to determine
if their systems were vulnerable to AML before deployment,
or actively attacked during deployment.

Company structure and goals discourage practitioners’
effective implementation of AML defenses: We find that
company-induced pressures, organizational factors, and a lack
of resources impede practitioners’ ability to implement de-
fenses. In addition to unclearly assigned responsibility for
model defense, both the ML and security team, as well vari-
ous ML teams working on different parts of the ML pipeline
were isolated and lacked communication among each other.
This broadly prevented the cooperation and initiative required
for effective defense implementation. Additionally, partici-
pants lacked supporting resources to implement defenses and
access to production-ready defenses, further increasing the
difficulty of implementation.

Based on these findings we provide practical recommen-
dations for companies and practitioners to be more aware of
these risks and prepared to respond to threats if necessary.

2 Background

Below we provide a background of AML attacks, defenses,
and real-world threats.

2.1 Adversarial Machine Learning
AML describes a set of techniques that attempt to leak infor-
mation from, or degrade the performance of a ML model via
malicious inputs [41, 42] or training data [20]. Attacks typi-
cally try to incur misclassifications on a provided input [5],
and leak information about the models or training data [9,87].
These attacks are not only effective but have proven robust
enough to be transferable to models they were not explicitly
trained on [73, 87]. Attacks can be grouped into three major
categories: evasion, poisoning, and exploratory attacks. Eva-
sion attacks attempt to avoid, or force, a classification by a ML
system. By carefully perturbing a small number of influential
features for an input, adversarial examples are generated that
maximize the model’s error while minimizing differences, re-
sulting in misclassification [5]. Poisoning attacks manipulate
training data in order to influence the behavior of the model.
This can decrease accuracy or install a backdoor which allows
to force a specific classification based on an attacker-chosen
attribute [22]. Exploratory attacks corrupt the confidentiality

of ML models. Using black-box access, techniques can re-
construct the functionality of a model [87], determine if an
input exists in a training dataset [75], and extract both low-
resolution (general statistics) and high resolution (specific
examples) information from the original training data set [9].

Since the discovery of adversarial attacks, a strong lit-
erature of techniques meant to robustify models against
adversarially-crafted inputs has been produced. Empirical
defenses were first proposed to protect against AML at-
tacks. These defenses utilized heuristic-based methods that
include transformations [36], detection of adversarial in-
puts [35, 48, 98], and adversarial retraining [31] among other
techniques [65, 80]. These defenses protect against known
techniques while maintaining similar, or improved levels of
accuracy to an unmodified network. Unfortunately, it has
since been discovered that empirical defenses do not hold up
under an adaptive attacker that accounts for the implemented
defense in their optimization function [10,18,19]. In an effort
to overcome this problem, the research community’s focus
shifted to certified defenses which provide formal guarantees
on a model’s resilience, namely how much perturbation is
required to change a classification to any other class [70, 95],
how much information is leaked over a number of queries
about the data [2], and how many poisoned data points are
required to change a model’s test loss [81]. While these de-
fenses can provide formal guarantees, they are not without
fault – certified defenses often result in decreases in accuracy,
increases in complexity, and may require utilization of larger
models [49, 88, 101, 102, 105]. Given these trade-offs, ML
practitioners have multiple techniques available to harden
their models; however, it is not yet known how industry de-
velopers perceive such threats, defensive trade-offs, and how
this may ultimately impact the implementation of discovered
defenses.

Other types of attacks which are not unique to ML appli-
cations, such as denial of service attacks, can also be applied
to ML systems [76] and can be similarly mitigated via tradi-
tional security measures [5]. As these threats are not unique
to ML, they are not within the scope of this paper.

2.2 Why AML is a Real Threat for Industry

While starting out as an academic inquiry, adversarial attacks
on deployed machine learning system have not only been
shown to exist in-the-wild but have been actively exploited.
Real world attackers have since poisoned VirusTotal’s mal-
ware detection system to misclassify benign files as mal-
ware [12], evaded Ant Group’s facial recognition systems to
impersonate victims in financial systems [100], and poisoned
Microsoft’s chatbot “Tay” to make discriminatory speech
against twitter users [44]. Additionally, due to the difficulty
of AML detection and relatively recent advocacy for ML au-
diting [62], these reports may under-estimate the true number
of AML attacks. Indeed, this is corroborated by a number of
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researchers who have reported instances when they could ac-
tively evade [6,11,17,28,54,66,74,91,99,103], poison [47,93],
and exfiltrate [6, 23, 54, 66, 84, 91] production machine learn-
ing systems. Given the increasing importance of machine
learning models and effectiveness of their associated attacks,
we find it critical to understand what socio-technical barriers
impede the adoption of effective defenses.

3 Related Work

This work is strongly informed by prior investigation into the
security and privacy (S&P) perspectives of software develop-
ers and ML practitioners.

Perspectives of Software Developers Several prior works
have studied software developers’ perceptions and behaviors
around S&P-related concerns.

Resources. Acar et al. [4] investigated the impact that infor-
mation sources had on code security and found that Android
developers that were only allowed access to Stack Overflow
wrote significantly less secure code as compared to those that
either had access to the official Android documentation or
books. Another work found that for cryptographic libraries,
poor documentation and a lack of code examples negatively
impacted code security [3]. Additionally, Li et al. [46] re-
vealed that Android app developers rarely discussed privacy
concerns in Android development subreddit unless triggered
by external factors. Similarly in our work, we find that a lack
of AML available resources may impact practitioners’ expo-
sure to AML content and their ability to implement defenses.

Organizational factors. Assal et al. [8] examined the inter-
action between developers and software security processes via
surveys. Their results highlight that a lack of organizational
support for handling software security, may lead to insecure
practices. Furthermore, a survey with app developers found
that security expert involvement was a key factor leading to
more frequent security updates [92]. Sadly, they also found
that less than a quarter of the surveyed developers had access
to security experts. In this work, we similarly identify a range
of organizational barriers (several of which unique to ML
practitioners) that impede the implementation of defenses in
ML systems.

Perspectives of Machine Learning Developers Prior work
has investigated how the habits and focuses of ML developers
may result in negative security outcomes. Through interviews
with AI practitioners, Sambasivan et al. [72] discovered that
even in high-stakes domains, developers tend to focus less
on data quality and cleaning, which were typically perceived
as arduous and un-glamorous, and instead over-emphasized
model building. The authors attribute this mentality in part to
the under-emphasis of data engineering within degrees and
required courses. As such, the authors recommend requiring
data engineering courses along with data ethics and responsi-
ble AI for general AI degrees. Unfortunately, prior research
into area-specific ethics of AI/ML courses [71] also noted

that practitioners may not naturally encounter such courses –
while half of the analyzed universities offered an AI-specific
ethics course, such courses were not always required by the
degree and only a small number of technical courses had inte-
grated ethics in the curriculum, possibly contributing to this
lack of focus by ML practitioners. In our work, we extend
this by finding that ML practitioners are also not typically
exposed to S&P/AML concepts. Like ethics, this results in a
lack of practitioner interest towards S&P/AML concerns.

Perspectives on Adversarial Machine Learning Despite
the increasing research efforts and publications on AML at-
tacks and defenses, relatively few works exist on understand-
ing the ML practitioners’ perceptions and responses towards
such threats. Kumar et al. [78] explore ML developers’ and se-
curity personnel’s perspectives by interviewing security and
ML team leads in various companies. Overall, they found
that most organizations lacked tools to protect their ML sys-
tems and required guidance to solve such issues. Bieringer
et al. [13], interviewed industry practitioners and found that
while ML developers might intermingle traditional and AML
security, these topics were not used interchangeably. Further-
more, security threats are considered to be more relevant
whereas AML specific mitigations appear only in some in-
terviews and AML threat responsibility was externalized by
some participants. In another work, Grosse et al. [34] conduct
a quantitative study with ML industry practitioners to inves-
tigate the state of AML in practice and organizational AML
aspects. In particular, they found that participants’ prior ML
security knowledge had an influence on their attack concern
and threat perception. In contrast to these works, we investi-
gate a wide range of fundamental reasons to understand why
practitioners lack exposure to AML knowledge, have difficul-
ties in properly assessing AML risks, and run into barriers
when trying to implement practical AML defenses. We then
provide a set of recommendations that can help alleviate the
cultural and organizational barriers that stand in the way of
ML defense deployment.

4 Methodology

To investigate the various factors that contribute to a lack
of deployed defenses, we interviewed 21 ML practitioners
to discover their learning motivations, the risk assessments
performed on their models, and organizational factors that
influence the implementation of ML defenses.

4.1 Procedure
After an initial screening round to determine eligibility (Ap-
pendix A) we used an online survey1 to collect participants’
professional and demographic data. We then invited eligible
participants to schedule an online call. Interviews were con-
ducted using a detailed interview guide to ensure consistency

1Due to space constraints, our interview guide, interview questions, and
screening survey can be found in our replication package [55].
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ID Occupation Experience Application Domain Data Used

P01 Data Scientist 1 year Real Estate Value Prediction Client Data
P02 Data Scientist 2 years Document Summarizing Client Contracts
P03 Data Scientist 3 years Sales Forecasting & Product Recommendations Internal Financial & Customer Data
P04 Data Scientist 3 years Maintenance Image Classification Customer Images
P05 Data Scientist 4 years Financial Forecasting & Faulty Parts Detection for Automotive Internal Financial/Production Data
P06 Data Scientist 4 years Online Shopping & Advertisement Analysis User Clickstream Data
P07 Data Scientist 6 years Data Science for Defense Intelligence Agency Classified Military Data
P08 Data Sci. & Manager 7 years Value Predictions & Product Recommendations in Banking Customer Personal & Financial Data
P09 Data Scientist 8 years Distribution & Financial Forecasting for Postal Service Customer & Internal Financial Data
P10 Research Scientist 13 years Speech Recognition & Classification Proprietary Audio Recordings
P11 Data Analyst 5 years Macroeconomics Prediction for Government Finance Country’s Fiscal Data
P12 Data/ML Engineer 3 years Telecom Data Streaming & Predicting Client Telecommunication Data
P13 Data/ML Engineer 2 years Scraping for Internet Media & Radar for Defense Contractor Proprietary Government Data
P14 Data/ML Engineer 2 years Classifying Oil and Gas Reserve Type Synthetic & Proprietary Data
P15 Data/ML Engineer 2 years Did not disclose Client & Internal User Data
P16 Data/ML Engineer 4 years Automated Transcription Service Client Conference Call Audio
P17 Data/ML Engineer 14 years Logistics Prediction/Text Analysis Client Data
P18 Web Scraping Eng. 3 years E-Commerce Monitoring & Predicting Scraped E-Commerce Data
P19 SWE Intern 1 year Geospatial Classification Proprietary Government Data & Aerial Images
P20 Software Engineer 2 years Classification of Surveyee Profiles Internal Survey Participant Data
P21 Research Engineer 3 years Sales Forecasting Client Financial Data

Table 1: Participant Experience & Domain. A detailed overview of interviewees including their occupation, data science-related experience,
application, and data they used. Application domain and data were determined via collaborative coding with three authors.

between interviewers [55]. The interview guide included ad-
vice for conducting qualitative interviews adapted from Rader
et al. [69], the interview questions, and instructions regarding
the procedure to be followed at the beginning and end of each
interview. Whenever possible, a co-interviewer was present.

4.2 Interview Content

In our interviews, we sought to understand participants’ per-
ceptions of AML risks and how they interact with their learn-
ing habits, the structure of their organization, and their existing
perceptions of S&P risks. To do so, our interviews consisted of
four primary sections that we discussed with each participant.
First, participants were asked to explain their data science
background and learning habits (Background and Education).
Second, participants provided us with an overview of their
team’s workflows and organizational structures, as well as
their projects’ goals and constraints (Current Position and
Project). Third, participants discussed their perspective on
general security issues, assigned responsibilities, procedures,
and mitigations (General Security). Fourth, participants were
asked about their knowledge and concerns regarding AML
attacks and defenses, as well as any roadblocks they perceive
towards effective defense implementation (AML). After ask-
ing if participants knew of AML and to explain their under-
standing of it, we provided an AML definition adapted from
Bieringer et al. [13]) to ensure a common understanding for
the remaining questions. In addition to these sections, the
semi-structured nature of the interviews allowed us to explore
participants’ understanding, experiences, and opinions via
follow-up questions [25]. We avoided priming participants
for security or privacy when discussing their background and

current projects to see if either was brought up unprompted.
We provide all questions in the replication package [55].

4.3 Data Analysis

We transcribed all interviews using a GDPR-compliant ser-
vice. Three authors coded the transcripts in two coding rounds.
The first coding round used a descriptive coding approach
where each author labeled the broad interview concepts us-
ing topics derived from our research questions and interview
guide. Each transcript was independently coded by two au-
thors and subsequently verified via a meeting in which each
disagreement was resolved. Disagreements were not due to
genuine differences in interpretation but missed remarks, thus
the codebook was not altered through this process. The second
coding used an inductive approach where each author coded
participant’s thoughts in order to develop a set of themes. We
iteratively discussed and refined codes in meetings until they
stabilized. Similar to other work [24], we intentionally did
not utilize inter-rater reliability (IRR) for several reasons [51].
First, the research goal was not to produce a set of codes or
measure prevalence. Instead, we discover the existence of
roadblocks that prevent AML-defense implementation. Sec-
ond, IRR may lead to a simplification of information in an
attempt to conform to a codebook. While our results are cen-
tered around emergent themes discovered through this pro-
cess, the complete codebook can be found in our replication
package [55].

4.4 Participant Recruitment & Demographics

To be eligible for our study, we required participants to be
older than 18, English-speaking, and have at least one year
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of experience developing or gathering data for predictive ma-
chine learning models in a company setting.

We recruited participants using the freelancing platform
Upwork [1], where we offered the online survey and interview
as a job and compensated participants $89 for a 90-minute
interview. We chose this approach as Upwork offers access
to many freelancers specializing in data science [29] and has
been successfully used by previous studies [40, 79, 90]. Fur-
thermore, as Upwork allows us to view participants’ profiles
and their uploaded CVs, we were able to ensure diversity of
interviewed participants.

To determine eligibility, applicants filled in two screening
questions describing their professional experience with ML,
which an author then reviewed (see Appendix A). We piloted
our interview with an acquainted ML practitioner, but since
only minor changes were introduced, we include this pilot in
our final data set. We invited 23 eligible participants to our
study. Our goal was not to obtain a representative sample, but
a diverse one with regard to their professional and cultural
backgrounds. Despite the screening survey, 2 participants
were found to not have the required experience during the
interview and were subsequently removed. From 21 valid
interviews, we had a total of 27 hours and 53 minutes of audio
recordings with an average interview length of 80 minutes.
We stopped interviewing upon reaching theoretical saturation,
i.e., when no new themes emerged [25].

Our participants came from a variety of backgrounds. De-
mographically (Table 2), 17 participants identified as male
and 4 as female, with ages ranging from 23 to 37. Participants
were diverse, both geographically (located across 5 different
continents) and ethnically (with white/European, South Asian,
Middle Eastern, East Asian, Latino/a/x, and Southeast Asian
representation). We also receive a variety of employment sta-
tuses and educational degrees. Likely due to methodological
differences in recruiting, we received a lower number of par-
ticipants with PhDs and many more with bachelor’s degrees
than prior work [13]. Professionally (Table 1), participants re-
ported between 1-14 years of working experience along with
a variety of occupations, domain applications, and utilized
data.

4.5 Ethics, Data Protection & Replicability

In our job offer, participants were informed of the study pro-
cedure and their compensation. Participants were given a
consent form at the beginning of our online survey that in-
formed them about data collection, data usage, and their rights.
Before each interview, we reiterated participants’ rights and
answered all questions to their satisfaction. Our entire process,
including data collection, transcription provider, and data pro-
cessing and storage, was GDPR compliant. Transcripts were
anonymized by removing any identifying references before
data analysis. This procedure was approved by our institu-
tion’s ethics review board as well as our data protection office.

In order to make our work reproducible, we provide all neces-
sary supplementary material in a replication package [55].

4.6 Limitations

A number of limitations inherent to a qualitative interview
approach apply to our study. This includes social desirabil-
ity, confirmation, self-report, and recall biases. We mitigated
these by carefully probing for answers and assuring partici-
pants that their answers would not be judged. Additionally,
we asked follow-up questions to participants’ claimed AML
knowledge to ensure correct interpretation2 and depth of un-
derstanding. In order to minimize self-selection bias, we did
not mention security or privacy in our recruitment process.
While we achieved a diverse and international sample from
different industries, due to the skewed demographics of ML
practitioners on freelancing platforms [29], our participants
skew towards young and male participants. Additionally, ML
practitioners on Upwork may not be fully representative of
all practitioners and generalizability cannot be assumed due
to the limited sample size inherent in qualitative studies. We
account for this by contextualizing our results appropriately
(i.e., not generalizing).

5 Results

In our interviews, we find that nearly half of our participants
did not know about AML and all but one had not implemented
a defense. This is well-aligned with prior work which finds
very little AML defense implementation among studied ML
practitioners [13, 78]. Our results extend these findings by
highlighting why this is the case, i.e., what barriers stand in
the way of effective defense implementation against AML
threats. First, to understand why there is a lack of AML under-
standing, we present reported challenges to AML exposure
and learning. Second, to understand practitioners’ AML con-
cerns and motivations (or lack thereof), we present reported
challenges to effective AML risk assessments. Third, to under-
stand why defenses are not put in place even when motivated,
we present reported challenges to AML defense implementa-
tion.

5.1 Challenges to AML Exposure and Learn-
ing

To understand and mitigate AML vulnerabilities, ML prac-
titioners must be meaningfully exposed to and taught about
potential risks and mitigations. However, we find that a large
number of our participants had not been exposed to AML
concepts at all or had been taught in ways unfit for practi-
cal application. In particular, we find that participants were
poorly exposed to useful AML resources due to a lack of

2Some participants conflated AML with Generative Adversarial Net-
works [26].
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perceived relevance of S&P to ML concepts, AML require-
ments throughout their career, practical resources to learn
AML from, and engagement with S&P-conscious teams.

Practitioners Assume S&P is Irrelevant to ML. Despite
the ability of AML to affect the integrity of model predictions
and confidentiality of data, several participants assumed that
S&P concerns were irrelevant to their work in ML.

While many participants understood that training with pro-
prietary or sensitive data could lead to privacy risks, these
concerns never translated to their trained models: “The main
issue is about the data, the data should not get leaked. I don’t
think anything specific to models, since in general, the data
should not be leaked” (P05). This assumption of irrelevance
also came up implicitly when participants noted that S&P
concerns were separate from their focus on ML. For instance,
when asking P11 if they had ever encountered S&P topics in
an ML course, they emphasized: “No. I only focus on data
analytics and predictions... it’s on how you build a neural
networks... that’s my main focus.” Indeed, after AML was
defined in the interview, several participants noted that this
is the first time they had even heard of this intersection: “No,
honestly speaking, I haven’t heard about the security issues
at model levels, I’m aware of these things at data level, but
at model level, this is the first time I’m hearing about these
things” (P02).

We also find that the assumption of irrelevance may have
implications on how practitioners learn and mitigate AML
risks. After hearing that unsecured models are vulnerable to
AML threats, several participants expressed interest in learn-
ing about these concepts: “It’s so important and it’s good to
know about the security and the problems that models may
face. But maybe I have to just search about that and find
some courses to know more about different aspects of how
people misuse the model” (P14). Thus, simply explaining that
there are S&P implications for practitioners’ decisions may
encourage further learning of AML threats and their miti-
gations. However, other participants still felt this area was
outside of their expertise and did not wish to pursue future
knowledge: “So honestly, I consider computer science and
cybersecurity completely separate fields” (P13). Additionally,
this distinction may be used for justifying who is responsi-
ble (Section 5.3), which directly affects mitigations.

Key Insights:

• Several practitioners assume that ML and S&P are
disconnected fields.

• This limits their learning and mitigation of AML risks.

AML Knowledge is not Mandated by Projects or Insti-
tutions. When asking participants how they learned new
information, we found that requirements for project function-
ality, compliance trainings, and educational degrees were sig-
nificant motivators for learning new knowledge. These re-

quirements were essential as several participants mentioned
that the ML field has a constant output of new knowledge
and only a subset can ever be learned: “A lot is happening
in the field; the new models for new data sets... it’s [a] huge
[amount of] knowledge. Sometimes I think it’s a coincidence
what you come across and what you [don’t]” (P10). However,
participants indicated that AML content was rarely covered
in these requirements, leading to a lack of exposure.

Task-based Requirements and functional goals during
model development were reported as a primary motivation
for learning new content, but AML defenses were rarely part
of these. Only one participant recalled AML being explicitly
considered in an assigned task. As a defense contractor, P07
noted that their domain had a high amount of adversarial pres-
sure, necessitating them to consider AML requirements more
so than commercial sectors : “[AML] concerns us, because
we see it all the time. I understand you guys don’t always,
because you might be concerned with different things... Face-
book, for instance, is concerned a little bit more with its user
base getting and staying on their platform than they are with
results that go past that... [AML] sounds like a boogeyman to
a lot of engineers.” Furthermore, several participants noted
that project requirements were often prescribed by external
persons such as clients or management. However, these same
participants also mentioned that such parties would likely
not know about, or be concerned with AML, thus it may be
unlikely for an AML requirement to arrive from them. Even
in the defense domain, P07 noted that their clients often did
not prescribe AML requirements. Instead, their team had to
enforce them: “A lot of the private data providers, their sales
and their engineers have to be told like, ‘Hey, this is some-
thing that occurs.’ They’re like ‘oh yeah, I read a paper on
that once. I heard that could occur.’ And it’s just like, ‘No,
this is real.’” Because this motivation to learn AML is not
externally provided, teams who do not already know about
AML may be less likely to learn.

Compliance-based Requirements, such as certification
courses or enterprise trainings, was the sole source of ex-
posure to S&P knowledge for multiple participants. However,
no participant reported learning AML, or data-science fo-
cused S&P concepts in any such course. Instead, participants
reported taking generic enterprise S&P trainings assigned
by their company. These courses commonly contained infor-
mation about safe password usage, safe access control on
code/data, and phishing training: “There’s usually like very,
very basic stuff but aren’t specific to the tech domain where
it’s like ‘hey, don’t write your passwords down on this sticky
note and leave your desk‘ or like ‘don’t text your friends like
the last four digits of your Social Security number‘, like very,
very general things ” (P03).

A few participants took specialized security courses. These
included commercially available courses such as CompTIA
Security+, or domain/company-specific ones such as banking
accreditation. Unlike the enterprise security courses, these
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were often taken to comply with clients’ or governmental
agencies’ required practices. When these certifications were
required for business, they were prioritized by participants.
P15 noted that they only took S&P courses because of clients’
requirements: “I did some of the certifications and stuff you
do to convince the big clients that you are really data privacy
oriented.” However, as noted in task-based requirements, par-
ticipants felt as though external teams were unlikely to be
aware or concerned of AML threats, thus it may be even more
unlikely that clients would enforce AML-oriented certificates
for hired ML practitioners. Furthermore, this issue may be
compounded by the fact that there is a lack of commercial
AML courses available. To the best of our knowledge, no
such certification yet exists, meaning that clients are unable to
require standardized AML compliance even if they wanted to.
Instead, clients’ currently have to provide their own training
or be content with the teams’ current AML posture.

Educational Requirements were a common way for par-
ticipants to learn a wide breadth of knowledge required for
their job. However, we find that the university and online pro-
grams taken by ML practitioners largely lack AML content in
their required curriculum and courses. Only a few of our par-
ticipants mentioned learning about AML through university
coursework, all of which were in master’s programs at the
time. As 38% of ML practitioners hold only an undergraduate
degree [39], this may imply that such knowledge is not often
taught to a substantial portion of ML practitioners. Further-
more, given the many participants who took undergraduate
and graduate courses yet did not see AML coverage, there
exist many programs which do not require AML topics to be
covered. To further complicate matters, even if AML concepts
were required in university curriculums, these requirements
may be unintentionally evaded for ML practitioners without
a tech-related degree.

For many of our participants and non-tech students in par-
ticular, online programs, such as Coursera or Udemy, were
also an important source of ML knowledge. However, none
of our participants report encountering AML through an on-
line learning program. Thus, a similar lack of AML coverage
appears to exist in popular online ML courses.

Key Insights:

• Requirements from education and companies motivate
practitioners’ learning, but do not include AML topics.

• AML content may not be included as the stakeholders
who create requirements may not be knowledgeable of
AML threats, or AML content may not viewed as required
content towards tech-related degrees.

AML Resources are Inapplicable or Unavailable. Com-
pared to resources for other ML concepts, AML resources are
either available and difficult for practitioners to use, or likely
unavailable.

Academic Papers were used by participants for learning
ML and AML knowledge. However, participants also noted

that their learning was limited due to difficulties in exposure,
comprehension, and translation to a real-world application.

A few participants mentioned that time constraints and the
sheer amount of published research made it difficult to keep
up date. P20 noted that having to read the papers needed to
understand AML is a large time sink and a significant barrier:
“One of the roadblocks [for AML understanding is]... I don’t
have the time to read all research papers to be as up-to-date
as a specialist in the area... So that’s a real lack of knowledge,
awareness would be a whole block.”

Even once a paper is found, several participants found aca-
demic papers difficult to comprehend. While P07 often read
papers to gather new knowledge, they perceived that most
practitioners aren’t able to understand research papers: “For
every ten that I know, maybe one [practitioner] will be able
to read the academic papers.” In addition to complex ideas,
academics may assume a foundation of knowledge that prac-
titioners may not have while solving a specific issue: “[Aca-
demic papers] directly step inside the concept at high level...
But for a person like me, who just know[s] there’s something
called “X”, I don’t get other resources to study much about
it. I feel they [should] take [it] from the basics: this “X” is
used, and where it is used, and why they are using it here.
Some implication on the importance of the particular thing
they’re doing, instead of directly stepping inside... I feel I have
to read it some three or four times, so that I can understand
what’s going on” (P02).

Furthermore, several participants felt that it was difficult for
them to effectively apply ideas from research papers in real
world systems. Several participants noted that papers often
struggled to present practical implications and use cases in
their work: “When I’m reading papers a lot of it will just be
kind of, ‘look at this cool rabbit hole that [academics] dug
into and hyper-optimized for‘... But rarely do I see kind of
the impact beyond the scope of ‘hey, look at this cool new
technique’. Like not many people push it pass like the finish
line of saying this is how it will impact the world, or the feasi-
bility of using this in practice” (P03). Several participants also
reported that the lack of productionized software or packages
to implement these tools further compound such issues, both
increasing the difficulty to understand and implement novel
concepts in production (see Section 5.3).

Blogs and Entertainment were used by participants to
provide a broad, accessible overview of AML topics, but
were perceived to lack actionable or insightful information.
However, this accessibility also allows for greater reach of
AML concepts compared to other resources.

While accessible, participants noted that blogs, podcasts,
and news provide little in-depth knowledge on the mecha-
nisms or technical details. As such, this media was often used
as a first step towards a deeper understanding in a particular
subject: “A lot of [practitioners] start their journey looking at
blog posts which are the highest-level dilution of ideas, and
then from there, they’ll dig deeper into whatever facet they’re
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looking for” (P03). However, while this deeper progression
was common in non-AML topics, no participant reported
using blogs to start a deeper understanding of AML topics.
While we cannot say what this is due to, we hypothesize it
may be due to a lack of perceived relevance to their job, or
a lack of actionable resources embedded in the media for
further learning. Furthermore, these outlets were perceived
as incompletely covering the topic, favoring attacks while
leaving out remediations: “I [learned about AML] indirectly,
just in various podcasts. Basically, it was more high level. It
didn’t go into as much detail on the modeling-side, more on
the hacker-side or breaching-side” (P08).

Because of their accessibility, entertainment media is able
to reach more practitioners than more traditional resources
such as papers and coursework. Several participants noted that
their exposure to AML was solely provided through vectors
like Medium, Twitter, Reddit, and various podcasts. These
encounters were often coincidental rather than intentional:
“I’m just listening to like a cool podcast about people getting
around image detection, or fake reviews for example. But
not in the context of like my own work. It’s always in the
back of my mind but without that sort of external random
stuff I would have never heard about” (P03). Thus, while
incomplete, such entertainment media allows practitioners
who wouldn’t normally care about AML to be exposed to
these concepts. However, it is not obvious to what extent this
results in meaningful protections.

Educational Courses, such as online and university
courses, were reported by several participants to be essen-
tial in learning fundamental skills. However, for emerging
topics like AML, courses seem either slow to incorporate new
topics in traditional lectures, or act as paper reading groups
rather than structured learning.

Several participants noted that structured courses did not
keep up to date with active research in many fields. P02 noted
this frustration: “I take these courses and yes, those are the ba-
sics and I know them, but I don’t know what currently is going
on in “X”... when we get these courses and I feel like that is
something which is not updated.” P20 corroborated this, not-
ing that the slow production of some of these courses forced
them to utilize other resources: “In some areas - especially
when they are so new - there are no tutorials, online videos
or someone that’s going to learn you how the things work.
In these cases, I’m first going to read some papers. There
are especially, for example, some good blogs: ‘Towards Data
Science’ or ‘Medium’”. Two of the three participants that took
AML university courses noted that it was heavily paper-based,
perhaps running into the same issues previously mentioned.
The other participant notes that they only discussed AML
via “two or three lectures regarding data privacy” in a data
science-based course. Unfortunately, this only led to light
insights in such threats: “I think [AML] was mentioned at
universities at some of the lectures, but most of them did not
go into details”. However, even in these guided spaces, partic-

ipants did not come away with a holistic picture of threats and
defenses. While all three participants could report at least one
threat that AML posed to real systems, none of them were able
to concretely describe a data- or model-defense to such threats.
This may imply that like media, AML topics in courses are
also skewed towards exploits rather than defenses. Perhaps
because guided online courses require a concrete structure
that is difficult to manage for quickly emerging fields, no
participants mentioned taking an online course around AML
(nor, to our knowledge, does any AML course currently exist
on the popular platforms Udemy and Coursera).

Other Resources were found to be used for general data sci-
ence and ML knowledge yet were not reported while learning
AML. This may suggest a dearth of practical AML resources
currently available to practitioners.

Among our participants, several made use of community
forums, books, and existing code/data to learn basic data sci-
ence and ML knowledge necessary for their job. However, no
participants mentioned using any of these resources to learn
AML topics. As participants did not comment on the reasons
for not using particular resources, it is not known whether
these resources weren’t readily available, not found through
participants usual discovery habits, or absent for other reasons.
Regardless, we see that several avenues of knowledge are not
utilized for AML learning.

Key Insights:

• Hard to understand research papers and high-level enter-
tainment media were the primary AML resources.

• Common resources for ML concepts were not used for
learning AML, potentially implying unavailability.

• Emerging topics, like AML, were perceived as difficult
to develop structured learning material for as they would
quickly be outdated.

Practitioners Don’t Interact with AML-knowledgeable
Colleagues. In their immediate network and company-
sponsored events, practitioners are not exposed to AML.

Participants noted that close mentors and peers play a key
role in affecting what topics they’re exposed to and what they
learn. Colleagues recommended courses to take, papers to
read, conferences to attend, new technologies to investigate,
new features to add, and even how to learn. Furthermore,
colleagues were often used as a resource to help others un-
derstand complex topics. For instance, several participants
mentioned that colleagues and mentors were consulted by
practitioners to help understand academic papers or how to
implement a specific feature. As only P07 reported having
access to colleagues that identified as “cybersecurity ML ex-
perts”, all other participants may not have a colleague to learn
AML topics from. Several participants noted their colleagues
likely had the same lack of exposure: “[My colleagues have]
the same view as mine now in the sense that we were not
exposed to this area of research.” (P19).
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Furthermore, participants noted that this lack of AML
knowledge was equally present in dedicated learning
events held by their companies. From company-sponsored
“hackathon” competitions to cross-team “lunch-and-learns”,
participants reported that their companies often encouraged or
required their data science division to participate in a number
of social engagements. Generally, the goals of these events
were to elevate the core competencies of teams and introduce
them to knowledge outside of their immediate project. P03
perceived company-sponsored events, such as conferences,
as especially influential for practitioners who don’t actively
learn on their own: “For the vast majority of data scientists,
their new information comes from these conferences because
the company pays for it.” However, no participants reported
AML topics or security team members participating in these
events. For instance, P13 noted that their company wanted
diverse ideas at their lunch-and-learns: “If you had been work-
ing on something that, would not necessarily [be something]
someone would care about or something like on an external
team, you could then do a small presentation about it.” How-
ever, when asked if a security-relevant talk ever occurred, they
quickly reply: “No.”

Key Insights:

• Many practitioners do not interact with AML-
knowledgeable colleagues in their immediate network or
at company-sponsored events.

• Without this community, a common method for learning
ideas is absent for AML.

5.2 Challenges to AML Risk Assessment

In order to decide on the protective actions needed to defend
a system, ML practitioners first need to have a precise un-
derstanding of the vulnerabilities within the scoped systems.
However, we find that practitioners often lack the ability to
determine their risk against AML attacks. In particular, we
find that practitioners struggle with risk assessment as they
broadly do not evaluate models for AML risks, do not monitor
their models for AML attacks, and hold misconceptions about
AML threat models.

Model Evaluations do not Account for AML. Several par-
ticipants routinely evaluated their models for performance,
correctness, and accuracy. However, adversarial evaluation
was scarce and AML vulnerabilities were nearly never ac-
counted for.

While some participants interacted with security teams
that inspected their ML systems and performed penetration
testing on their infrastructure, only one participant reported
proactively evaluating their model for AML risks. All other
participants either focused on general security precautions
such as endpoint/data pipelines security testing for non-AML
issues or did not perform any security evaluations at all: “In

the companies that I work, nobody cares about [ML secu-
rity]” (P09).

Although we find that automated model evaluation was
ubiquitous among participants (and indeed a requirement to
build and train the model in the first place), most of those meth-
ods were unsuitable for finding and recognizing adversarial
vulnerabilities. When automatically evaluating their models,
practitioners typically evaluated the performance via typical
metrics including, but not limited to precision-recall, F1-score,
and AUC-ROC curves. Though these metrics help evaluate
and improve model performance characteristics such as ac-
curacy, they fail to address model security and data privacy.
These evaluations have no bearing on the model’s vulnerabil-
ity to AML methods [16], thus leaving them unchecked.

Another subset of participants mentioned testing the model
manually. While this may have the ability to identify if a
model is vulnerable to AML attacks in specific scenarios,
that did not appear to be the intention. Several participants
mentioned manually testing their models for edge cases or
unexpected inputs that cause misclassifications. For instance,
P05 encouraged their team to try and break their model by pro-
viding any possible inputs: “We do extensive testing. Basically,
let’s say five of us are working together, I build some model,
and I say, ‘Give the model any input you can’. And basically,
I’ll say, ‘I’ll give you a treat if you can break the model’.”
In some cases, participants would consult with stakeholders
outside of their team, and give the models to their clients to
test and provide feedback. Thus, it’s possible that these partic-
ipants got some sense of whether their models are vulnerable.
This may imply that some practitioners do care about evaluat-
ing security properties of their models but lack the methods
to perform them effectively. Similarly, others mentioned edge
case tests that were focused on non-malicious errors such as
testing for different formats, minus numbers, big numbers
or complex sentences (in case of textual inputs), rather than
adversarial conditions. Thus, they were unlikely to find vulner-
abilities to more sophisticated attacks, gradient-based AML
attacks.

We found mention of model-independent evaluations such
as “code reviewing”. However, it wasn’t mentioned, and thus
unlikely, that such reviews searched for AML vulnerabilities.

Key Insights:

• AML evaluations is not performed among several practi-
tioners; thus, models may often be released without prac-
titioners knowing how vulnerable they may be.

• Practitioners tend to use simple, manual heuristics that
may indicate weaknesses but are not complete (e.g., edge-
case testing).

Model Monitoring is Unlikely to See AML Exploits.
Monitoring and visibility are important to ensure effective
responses to security incidents. However, while some par-
ticipants monitored their models for performance and main-
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tenance, none of our participants reported monitoring their
models for AML attacks.

Several participants used metrics (e.g., software engineer-
ing metrics or model accuracy) to monitor their models in pro-
duction. Though note explicitly noted in the context of adver-
sarial scenarios, typical monitoring metrics such as accuracy
might help identify AML attacks indirectly. For instance, P15
mentioned the concept of "data threats": “What we also try
to do is we try to model this concept of data threats, whether
the data is changing, like maybe we started with some other
data now that the data is changing, and we are not noticing it.
From time to time we do some statistical comparison between
the data now versus one month ago.” Similarly, some partici-
pants relied on client or end-user feedback in case of errors as
a model monitoring method: “if the client is like saying that if
he observe some errors, then we look into this and see what’s
going on” (P10). Thus, AML attacks that significantly alter
model performance (e.g., poisoning) or repeatedly interact
with the model (e.g., exploratory attacks) may be detectable,
attacks that require less interactions or are more subtle (e.g.,
evasion) may remain undiscovered. Furthermore, this detec-
tion would only after damaged has already been occurred by
harming both system functionality, and its users.

Lastly, several participants completely disregarded model
monitoring, leaving them unaware of the status of production
models.

Key Insights:

• Model monitoring is not ubiquitous among practitioners.

• Practitioners who do monitor their models, do not have
the visibility to detect all possible AML attacks.

• Practitioners may not know whether models have been
previously exploited or are undergoing active AML at-
tacks.

Possibilities for Overlooked Vulnerabilities. Even when
participants reported hearing and understanding AML con-
cepts, in multiple cases this knowledge was found to be in-
complete or incorrect which may lead to unresolved vulnera-
bilities.

Several participants held misconceptions of the required
threat model for AML attacks, resulting in the possibility for
overlooked vulnerabilities in their systems. For instance, P15
works in a data-science contracting company in which their
models were made available via an exposed API. When asked
if any AML attacks were concerning, they noted that adversar-
ial examples were concerning, but only possible if the attacker
had access to their backend, which was difficult and would
result in other, larger concerns: “I see maybe cases where
[adversarial examples] can happen, but it can only happen
on the backend of our company. Like if someone really man-
aged to get so deep inside backend that they can also modify
our data... For the current state, it shouldn’t be very problem-
atic.” However, evasion attacks require a much weaker threat

model than P15 assumed. Adversarial examples are able to
be developed for black box systems without knowledge of the
internal system [37,43,64], and thus, can likely be constructed
for the exposed API endpoints without a need to access their
backend. Thus, P15’s system was unknowingly vulnerable to
adversarial attacks due to a misconception in their perceived
threat model of AML attacks.

In addition to incomplete threat models, we find that mis-
conceptions related to effective AML defenses may lead
to system vulnerabilities. In order to defend against AML,
attack-specific mitigations may be necessary (e.g., random-
ized smoothing for evasion attacks [95], differentially private
models for exploratory attacks [2]). However, some partici-
pants incorrectly believed that generic security measures were
enough. P08 for instance worked in an organization in which
sensitive internal financial data was used to predict property
prices, credit scores, and other relevant data for clients. Be-
cause of this, clients were able to provide inputs and receive
outputs trained ML models. While P08 was most concerned
with data breaches, they noted that their current security pro-
tections should be enough for AML attacks: “In terms of
security, I think we are covered... If someone were to launch
an attack, then [security team] would be a first line of defense
before it comes to our space. We are not that concerned.”
However, this sense of security was misguided. If a client is
untrustworthy and has the ability to query a model, data can be
exfiltrated unless protected by AML-specific techniques [2].
Thus, a misconceived notion of AML defenses may result in
practitioners leaving their models vulnerable.

Furthermore, we find that it is easy for practitioners to
develop misconceptions when first learning about AML. To-
wards the end of the interview, we provided participants with
a definition and multiple examples of AML attacks based on
prior work [13]. However, during this introduction, several
of the aforementioned misconceptions materialized including
incorrect understandings of both the attacker model and ef-
fective defenses. Only after a detailed discussion, were these
misconceptions resolved. Thus, to ensure that practitioners
do not develop misconceptions, it is pertinent to develop re-
sources that clearly articulate when a threat is possible, and
what defenses are (and are not) able to provide protection.

Key Insights:

• Misconceptions about AML and its defenses exist and
might lead to unnoticed and unmitigated vulnerabilities.

• Learning resources must be carefully developed to avoid
misunderstandings and focus on clear communication of
applicable threats and mitigations.

5.3 Challenges to AML Defense Implementa-
tion

We find that there are several challenges for the implementa-
tion and application of defensive AML techniques in practice.
Our interviews uncover organizational and implementation-
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specific factors that impede practitioners’ ability to defend
against AML threats. These include the isolation of ML teams,
undefined responsibility for AML defenses, competing busi-
ness objectives, and a lack of knowledge about applicable
defenses.

Isolation of ML and S&P Teams Prevents AML Collab-
oration. Isolation between different teams within the ML
pipeline, as well as ML teams and S&P teams hinders the
exchange of knowledge and increases the difficulty of imple-
menting effective AML defenses.

ML systems uniquely blur the line between data and code,
and AML attacks often span multiple parts of the ML pipeline
(i.e., data collection and processing, model development and
evaluation, and deployment) as the point of entry for an attack
can be at a different stage than the effect of the attack. For
example, data poisoning-based backdoor occurs in the data
collection phase, must be defended against in the data collec-
tion or model development phase, while the resulting effect
of a backdoored classification will only appear in produc-
tion. Unfortunately, we find that teams working on different
parts of the ML pipeline were isolated from each other, and
lacked the communication required to build accurate threat
models. Several participants shared the sentiment of P15 who
noted: “We also don’t know what other teams are doing.” For
instance, several data scientists noted that were not sure how
data was gathered or processed: “In most of the cases I’m not
engaged in gathering data” (P14), and “I’m not sure whether
there are any other security things done at data engineer-
ing level” (P02). Similarly, one data engineer described how
they did not have visibility on how the data was used: “We
wouldn’t know too much about, what they were going to be
developing in terms of like model requirements” (P13). This
separation of ML pipeline parts, and the disconnect of infor-
mation on how data is collected, processed, and used in the
ML model prevents a holistic view of the entire pipeline as
one ML system to build a threat model and defenses for. In
addition, it prevents each separate team from accurately con-
sidering the risks introduced by the other parts of the pipeline
in a threat model for themselves. Yet, we find that multiple
of our participants considered the data they used as internal,
and therefore safe to use, despite having no information if
any protective measures were taken: “We don’t do much work
on the data side. We just get it from [the client] and then we
train” (P02).

In addition to isolation from other teams in the ML pipeline,
we find that several participants were not connected to infor-
mation security specialists, teams, and departments in their
company. For example, P08 described the information secu-
rity team as “relatively isolated. We have never worked on a
project together, so I would say we live in two different sets of
worlds in terms of our focus.” Thus, for several practitioners,
S&P teams may not support their implementation of defenses.

Key Insights:

• ML practitioners are isolated from other teams in the ML
pipeline and S&P teams at their company.

• This isolation may increase the difficulty of both defend-
ing against AML attacks that span the ML pipeline and
receiving assistance from S&P experts.

AML Tasks Remain Open Because Responsibility Is Not
Defined. As the responsibility for protecting ML models
was undefined or unclear to the participants, AML tasks
tended to be overlooked, unassigned, and not implemented.

Overall, participants lacked understanding of what was
done and by whom. Regular AML-relevant steps of ML de-
velopment such as data cleaning were not always well-defined
processes. When asked explicitly about responsibility for
security, participants said that “There’s no person as such,
responsible for the security” (P02) and “Protect the ML algo-
rithms to be hacked?...In the companies that I work, nobody
cares about this” (P09). In particular, only one participant
reported that there was a dedicated AML team responsible
for such concerns.

In the absence of a defined responsible person, there were
two primary mindsets. On the one hand, some participants felt
a sense of obligation and responsibility of their own accord.
P20 reported that they “went ahead and just removed all of
that [private] information, not because anyone asked me to,
but just because I thought it should be.” Other participants
reported they would “personally care” (P03) or had “a code
of honor” (P06). In contrast, several other participants stuck
to what tasks were explicitly assigned to their role and did
not concern themselves further: “I always try to follow the
rules that the company gives me” (P14), and “I just follow
the protocols” (P11). When confronted with the problem of
implementing AML defenses, several of these participants
wanted to externalize the responsibility to other roles regard-
less of these roles’ (A)ML knowledge or qualifications, saying
“It’s not my problem, actually...That’s [the security program-
mer’s] job” (P17), “If it creates a bug, it’s a web development
[responsibility]” (P01), “ it’s already the job of the security
guys or the IT guys to maintain most of my models and they
deal with these security issues” (P11), and “The owner of the
company would be responsible for [a breach]” (P20).

Key Insights:

• Responsibility for securing ML models was undefined and
externalized, leading to unimplemented defenses.

AML Defense Competes With Other Business Priorities,
and May Lose. While participants were agreeable to the
idea of AML defenses, the implementation of these defenses
were found to be in conflict with other business-imposed
constraints. Because of this, several participants perceived
that “the priority to defend against adversarial attacks might
be lower” (P16), resulting in vulnerabilities left unmitigated.
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Several of our participants were pressured by time con-
straints during their projects. For these participants, the time
needed to implement a defense was viewed as a significant
hurdle towards implementation: “The projects are squeezed
into very short time intervals... There is no time nor energy
to develop security defenses” (P17). As noted by P20, it was
not only the implementation of such defenses that would be
problematic, but the time needed to understand these defenses
as well: “Awareness would be a whole block. And yes, and
also time allocated specifically for that.”

Cost-constraints were also noted by several participants
to be a significant barrier towards defense implementation.
While hiring AML-specific roles would solve time-constraints
for understanding, developing, and implementing defenses,
P07 noted that the cost of such experts could be burdensome:
“[You’ll need] three or four very expensive individuals... mil-
lions of dollars a year for all the resources. To be honest,
I think people would love to have the security, but it’s very
expensive to get this kind of know-how to be able to ade-
quately defend against that kind of thing, especially when
you’re working against tight budgets.” Thus, it may be im-
practical to assume expert AML roles or consulting will be
available for smaller, more constrained companies.

As some AML defenses decrease model performance [2,
70, 81], several participants noted that these costs would be
a barrier. Occasionally participants noted that accepting de-
grading performance is conditional on the risk AML posed:
“If there’s such a threat and the project totally collapses, [the
customers] would be... ok with accepting the decreasing ac-
curacy” (P17). However, others noted that that any decreased
performance would be unacceptable, particularly for financial-
purpose models where losses in accuracy directly translated
to losses in revenue: “[The bank doesn’t] want to lose money...
The accuracy is very important for them. So the security guys
need to adopt, not the modelers” (P11). Thus, depending on
the application, various teams may be more or less willing to
accommodate degraded performance.

Key Insights:

• Resource-constraints (such as time and money) restrict
the ability for practitioners to implement AML defenses.

• Even if implemented, defenses that harm model effective-
ness were considered unacceptable by some practitioners.

Practitioners Have Difficulties in Finding Applicable De-
fenses. When asked how they would implement AML de-
fenses, many participants said they would look for already
available, applicable solutions. However, none of our par-
ticipants knew of or used any such tools. Despite this, sev-
eral practitioners wished popular ML libraries and platform
providers could include defensive implementations for them
to import, saying “I will look for Python packages, if there is
already a built-in protecting packages” (P01), and “Since
I’m using Google Cloud, since I’m deploying my model

into Google Cloud, I would first look into the Cloud func-
tions” (P13). Many participants agreed that having AML de-
fenses available as a part of tools, libraries, and platforms they
already use would immensely help them implement protec-
tion into their ML systems. This is especially relevant as our
participants reported that they often had difficulties using the
results of scientific papers for their projects, and thus rely on
more productionized, out-of-the box defenses: “Whenever we
try and implement research papers and trying to reproduce
their results, it is never straightforward” (P16). Furthermore,
some believed that the inclusion in such libraries could also
help bring the topic to the attention of more practitioners:
“There are some tools that are like TensorFlow. They’re very,
very popular. So, if they are to call you out for example, men-
tioned about [AML], then the spread, I think it’s relatively
high” (P10).

Key Insights:

• Practitioners have difficulties finding productionized AML
defenses.

• Including defenses in popular libraries and platforms may
increase their accessibility and exposure.

6 Discussion

In our results we identify potential root causes of barriers to
AML defense implementations in industry. Key challenges
for practitioners begin with poor exposure to AML concepts
and effective learning resources (Section 5.1), resulting in
misunderstandings of the risks they pose and the vulnerabil-
ities their systems may have (Section 5.2). This is further
compounded by practitioners’ lack of awareness around read-
ily available AML tools (Section 5.3), potentially resulting
in an inability to evaluate or monitor their systems for AML
risks (Section 5.2). Lastly, organizational structures further ex-
acerbated these issues (Section 5.3): isolated between teams
resulted in poor understanding of the ML pipeline’s threat
model, unassigned responsibility led to a lack of substantive
action, and conflicting company objectives demoted the impor-
tance of AML mitigations and restricted resources required
for defense implementation.

Given the barriers towards defending against this rapidly
evolving threat, it is unsurprising that practitioners have not
implemented adequate defenses. Furthermore, uncertainties
around whether defenses produced today will remain effective
in the current AML arms race, may cause additional hesita-
tions and delays. With these constraints in mind, rather than
prescribing specific defenses, we believe that it is most perti-
nent for companies and practitioners to embed the necessary
cultural and technical infrastructure to monitor such risks and
become prepared to mitigate threats if necessary. Thus, we
recommend a set of actions that will increase the awareness of
AML risks to stakeholders and preemptively disentangle or-
ganizational barriers that might prevent an effective response.
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Establish an S&P Culture in ML. We find that discon-
nects between ML and security teams, as well as unclear
AML responsibilities are major organizational challenges
that prevent a constructive collaboration on AML mitiga-
tions (Section 5.3). Similar to prior work in software engi-
neering [8, 97], we notice an over-reliance on other teams
to take care of S&P objectives, low consideration of AML
security compared to more functional objectives, and a split
between S&P-conscious and S&P-avoidant ML developers
among participants. Thus, in line with effective recommen-
dations from the software engineering field to overcome such
challenges, companies may need to facilitate a shift in cul-
ture by promoting advocacy for AML conscientiousness and
accounting for such threats in existing lifecycles.

Introduce and Promote S&P Advocates in ML. In or-
der to spearhead S&P mindfulness and behaviors, companies
should introduce and promote S&P advocates such as infor-
mal champions within ML teams or official AML experts to
consult with.

“Champions” are generally enthusiastic advocates of a spe-
cific software trait such as usability [57], security [61, 85],
and privacy [83]. In the field of software engineering, such
champions have been proven effective at improving S&P
culture by encouraging an awareness of S&P concerns, de-
veloper communication with S&P teams, and the adoption
of mitigations [83, 85]. Thus, the field of ML may similarly
benefit from the promotion of S&P champions. While such
champions can be intentionally hired and recruited, simply
emphasizing the importance of S&P in ML, providing op-
portunities for S&P growth, and recognizing, supporting, and
rewarding voluntary advocates allow existing developers to
grow into such roles [38, 83]. Once found, these champions
will not only naturally cultivate an S&P community but can
be also intentionally embedded within projects or reviewing
teams to provide targeted assistance. This said, while cham-
pions may prove helpful for S&P advocacy in ML, they may
not necessarily hold the expertise, or resources to implement
effective AML defenses. Therefore, we also recommend the
introduction of a ML S&P role in organizations. As sug-
gested by participants, having someone to consult with or
help implement AML remediations would allow for increased
awareness of threats, and importantly, practical implementa-
tion of defenses. However, we do acknowledge that such roles
are resource-intensive and may not be possible for all orga-
nizations to support. In such cases, having someone on the
security team with a stronger understanding of ML could still
go a long way in identifying and implementing more simplis-
tic AML remediations (e.g., the removal of sensitive training
data). Independent of the specific solution, we emphasize the
importance of clearly defining and assigning responsibility
for AML risks in an organization.

Integrate S&P Practices into ML Processes. In addition to
advocacy, a commitment to implementing AML-aware proce-
dures can help establish and reinforce an S&P culture in ML.

While several participants maintained processes to evaluate
the privacy of used data, and the security of the surrounding
software, this did not encompass AML considerations in ML
projects. To account for this, Kumar et. al [78] suggests hav-
ing a set of integrated best practices (or a Secure Development
Lifecycle (SDL)) for ML development to identify threats and
remediate vulnerabilities. However, our results also suggest
that SDLs may improve AML protections in ways other than
just threat identification and remediation. First, SDLs may
help remediate the de-prioritization of AML noted by par-
ticipants. By intentionally and proactively allotting time for
vulnerability checks, SDLs can allow for a re-prioritization
of S&P within traditionally functionality-focused teams [7],
a common deterrent for security [8, 86]. Second, SDLs may
increase awareness of AML vulnerabilities. Simple acts such
as recognizing vulnerabilities from threat modeling proce-
dures or discussions around S&P that may occur in scrum
meetings/workshops can increase S&P awareness and allow
developers to begin thinking adversarially [86]. Third, SDLs
can improve an organization’s S&P. Once vulnerabilities are
illuminated and discussions around S&P become more fre-
quent, practitioners may begin viewing functional, but inse-
cure software as of a lower quality, prompting a drive to secure
them [86]. However, SDLs must be implemented correctly to
ensure continued vigilance. Prior work notes that while S&P
can be handled by designated security experts, this reliance
may result in an externalization of responsibility [67, 85].
Thus, several works ultimately recommend a collective S&P
effort among general developers for any effective long-term
security culture [7, 85, 86, 97]. Furthermore, S&P tasks must
be explicitly assigned, otherwise, other explicitly assigned
priorities may be preferred and lead to a de-prioritization of
security over time [86].

Promote Practitioner AML Awareness. In order to allow
for effective communication and remediation of threats, ML
practitioners need to be aware of the potential security and
privacy risks in their products. While security experts and
champions are helpful in advocating and fixing immediate
threats, prior work largely recommends a larger organizational
response among the entire developer teams [7, 67, 85, 86,
97]. However, unlike prior work in software engineering, in
which a substantial number of developers knew of software
vulnerabilities and ways to address them [85], we find that
most of our participants did not understand one or more AML
concepts prior to our interview (Section 5), likely caused by a
lack of exposure in educational and job requirements, and a
poor availability of AML resources (Section 5.1).

While it is impractical to require AML expertise of all
ML practitioners, even preliminary exposure may yield great
benefits. Much like how showing traditional vulnerabilities
to software developers encourages a security-oriented mind-
set [15,58], exposing ML practitioners to AML concepts may
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allow for consideration of AML risks during the ML lifecycle.
This exposure can be improved via several vectors.

Improve Educational Curriculums by requiring coverage
of AML concepts. Drawing on prior works’ recommendations
to promote a culture of security in software [77, 104] and
ethics in AI [30, 71], introducing AML concepts in required
ML courses in university and online programs may be an
effective way to implement required exposure of otherwise
avoided topics. These topics should not only be theoretically-
focused but also include practical discussions of S&P risks
in ML systems, and how one can model and discover these
vulnerabilities in real systems. The focus should not only be
on attacks, but show that defenses can be applied to prevent,
monitor, and mitigate attacks. Lastly, to maximize the number
of practitioners exposed, these topics should be introduced
at the undergraduate level/introductory courses rather than
keeping them secluded to research or graduate-level courses.

Expand Educational Resources around AML to better
reach practitioners. Currently, research papers are the pri-
mary repository of AML knowledge, but several of our par-
ticipants reflected on how difficult it is for them to read or
implement any ideas found there (Section 5.1). Thus, an effort
should be made to expand the available resources for AML
learning.

Several participants mentioned hearing about AML solely
through blogs and media, yet no participant mentioned con-
tinuing to learn about the topic deeper as they did with other
ML topics. Furthermore, participants’ lack of defense knowl-
edge and the impression that AML threats are futuristic may
imply defects in these knowledge vectors. To counteract this,
a stronger emphasis should be placed on the practicality of
these threats alongside a holistic description of defenses. This
may allow for a more complete understanding of AML risks
and mitigation to be imparted to practitioners. Furthermore,
references to existing, well-supported resources for modeling
and managing AML risks [56,60] should be included to allow
for deeper learning of interested readers.

Structured learning via university courses and online
courses is also commonly used to learn fundamental ML
knowledge, yet participants only reported taking paper-
reading courses to learn AML. This may be caused by a
lack of such structured resources, since to our knowledge,
very few full-length online courses or lecture-based univer-
sity courses focus on AML. Given the reported effective-
ness of courses by our participants and the deeper learning
that lecture-based courses encourage compared to student-
activated learning [82], a greater effort towards structured,
lecture-based AML courses should be made.

Lastly, a variety of resources such as books, community
forums, open-source code, documentation, and hackathons
were reported to be used for ML learning but not used in
AML learning. These gaps represent opportunities for AML
education. Future investments in AML education would do

well to begin to provide more such spaces to accommodate a
variety of learning styles among practitioners.

Provide Accessible Monitoring and Assessment Solutions.
While adoption of defenses is strongly influenced by devel-
oper’s understanding of their system’s vulnerabilities and
prior breaches [8, 89], we find that several participants lacked
adversarial evaluations to discover vulnerabilities and none
of our participants reported monitoring their models for AML
exploits occurring on their system (Section 5.2). Furthermore,
several participants were resistant to using such tools if they
compete with other priorities (Section 5.3). As a result, practi-
tioners, management, and other stakeholders lack the visibility
to adequately assess AML risks which inform decisive reme-
dial actions. Thus, we recommend that both academia and
industry encourage the adoption of AML risk assessment so-
lutions by making them readily accessible and adoptable to
practitioners.

Increase Toolset awareness. While several AML toolsets
exist [32, 52, 59, 63] none of our participants were aware of
any tools. As prior work notes, security tool adoption is heav-
ily influenced by the exposure a security tool has, as well
as the trust one has in the source recommending it, with in-
terpersonal/organizational connections being most effective
at encouraging adoption [96]. Importantly however, no par-
ticipant mentioned learning AML-tools from organizational
or interpersonal connections. This implies that a large vec-
tor of influence is not currently utilized for AML tool adop-
tion and thus, organizational support for defensive toolsets
should be increased. This may be accomplished by requiring
evaluation of ML models with toolsets as an organizational
policy, empowering the security team to suggest AML tools
and processes for others, or promoting education of how to
use such tools by supporting practitioner attendance in AML
workshops/conferences [96]. Furthermore, blog-like mediums
were effective vectors for spreading AML knowledge among
participants (Section 5.1); however, they did not typically con-
tain deep information or links to actionable defenses, such as
toolkits. Similarly, some well-known frameworks for AML
threat modeling may include helpful advice, but do not overtly
advertise defensive tools [50, 56]. Thus, encouraging direct
referencing of available toolkits in commonly read AML me-
dia may be a simplistic yet effective step increasing toolkit
adoption.

Solutions must accommodate business-constraints. Even
if toolsets are well-known, functional and monetary costs
related to defense usage and implementation may hinder or
outright prevent defense deployment (Section 5.3). Thus, tools
should attempt to require as little practitioner effort, monetary
cost, and functional degradation as possible. Unfortunately,
while external monitoring solutions may result in little to no
hindrances on a model’s effectiveness [21, 45], model and
data-intrusive AML defenses that prevent such attacks may
directly contend with model utility [88, 101, 105]. Thus, we
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currently recommend that companies implement lightweight
model monitoring. This will better inform decision-makers
of possible exploits and will help guide remedial action and
further defense implementations if necessary. Concurrently,
researchers and toolset developers should focus efforts to
develop defensive solutions with minimal utility costs, so
that cost-sensitive companies can protect themselves as soon
as possible. Beyond utility, difficulties in implementing and
using tools also hinder tool adoption by software develop-
ers [94]. Thus, AML tools should be easy to use and easily
integrate with existing pipelines to prevent additional burden
for developers. This may be readily accomplished by ensuring
that tools are well-documented, usable, and ideally rolled out
via widely used ML libraries or platforms. Furthermore, as
these tools may be used by non-security-oriented practition-
ers or other non-technical stakeholders, risk reporting should
be understandable to non-AML experts and clearly indicate
risks. This may be achieved by providing language devoid
of complex terminology and including actionable follow-up
steps; however, how to clearly communicate AML risks in
this way is an unexplored problem. Furthermore, this form of
monitoring shouldn’t increase other risks. For instance, pri-
vacy risks introduced from the monitoring of model queries
would need to be carefully considered and resolved.

7 Conclusion

Through interviews with 21 ML practitioners, we investigated
what barriers impede ML practitioners from implementing
effective AML defenses in productionized ML systems. We
found that practitioners’ ability to deploy defenses is ham-
pered by a lack of institutional motivation and educational
resources to learn the concepts, an inability to adequately
assess their AML risk and make subsequent decisions, and or-
ganizational structures and goals that hinder implementation
in favor of other objectives. From these findings, we provided
recommendations to meaningfully improve the awareness of
ML practitioners to these threats and disentangle organiza-
tional barriers that may prevent an effective response to AML
threats.
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A Screening Questions
"DS" denotes the questions asked to data scientists and "DE" denotes the
questions asked to data engineers.

1.A. (DS) Do you have experience in predictive data science or machine
learning within a company setting? If so, how many years?

1.B. (DE) Do you have experience in data collection or processing for
predictive data science or machine learning within a company setting?
If so, how many years?

2. (DS + DE) Can you briefly describe your experience? (two sentences
is enough)

B Participant and Demographics

Number of Participants 21

Gender:
Female 4
Male 17

Age:
Mean 27.3
std 4.6

Employment Status:
Employed full-time 12
Employed part-time 1
Independent contractor, freelancer, or self-employed 3
Not employed, but looking for work 2
Student 3

Education:
Bachelor’s degree (B.A., B.S., B.Eng., etc.) 11
Master’s degree (M.A., M.S., M.Eng., MBA, etc.) 8
Other doctoral degrees (Ph.D., Ed.D., etc.) 2

Degree Field∗†:
Electrical/Computer Engineering 5
Computer Science 3
Data Science 2
AI 1
Statistics 1
Systems 1
Information Systems 1
Aerospace Engineering 1
Mechanical Engineering 1
Mechatronic Engineering 1
Biology 1
Finance 1
Math 1
Physics 1

Location:
USA 4
India 3
Turkey 2
Austria 2
Australia 1
Philippines 1
Netherlands 1
Pakistan 1
New Zealand 1
Canada 1
UK / N. Ireland 1
Poland 1
Algeria 1
South Africa 1

Ethnicity∗:
White or of European descent 9
South Asian 5
Hispanic or Latino/a/x 1
Middle Eastern 5
East Asian 2
Southeast Asian 1

Table 2: Participant demographics Detailed demographics of
our participants (∗multiple answers allowed, †open-ended answers)
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